This paper investigates fundamentals-based exchange rate predictability from a different perspective. We focus on predicting currency swings (major trends in depreciation or appreciation) rather than on quantitative changes of exchange rates. Having used a nonparametric approach to identify swings in exchange rates, we examine the links between fundamentals and swings in exchange rates using both in-sample and out-of-sample forecasting tests. We use data from 12 developed countries, and our empirical evidence suggests that the uncovered interest parity fundamentals and Taylor rule model with interest rate smoothing are strong predictors of exchange rate swings.
Introduction
Short-run exchange rate forecasting has been an extremely difficult, although not impossible, task for economists. In particular, a seminal study by Meese and Rogoff (1983) shows that it is difficult for exchange rate models with basic macroeconomic fundamentals such as interest rates, purchasing power and monetary supply to outperform a random walk model in terms of out-of-sample forecasts. Indeed, a frequent finding is an empirical disconnect between exchange rates and economic fundamentals, which is known as the Meese-Rogoff puzzle.
An alternative approach to the puzzle is to consider long-horizon predictability. Using longhorizon regression tests, Mark (1995) and Mark and Sul (2001) find evidence that currentperiod deviations from monetary fundamental values help to predict future changes in nominal exchange rates at horizons of two to four years. However, Cheung et al. (2005) show that no single exchange rate model consistently performs better than the random walk model in out-of-sample predictions considering a wider set of exchange rate models, different empirical model specifications, a variety of forecasting evaluation criteria and a comprehensive set of forecasting horizons from short to long term. A pessimistic conclusion may be drawn from Cheung et al. (2005) that forecasting exchange rates seems to be a hopeless effort because there is no predictability on any horizon.
Lately, based on alternative specifications of Taylor rule fundamentals motivated by Engel and West (2005) , and a more powerful out-of sample test statistic developed by Clark and West (2007) , a recent study by Molodtsova and Papell (2009) provides strong evidence of shorthorizon exchange rate predictability, and hence offers renewed hope for empirical success in this literature. They show that Taylor rule fundamentals with interest rate smoothing (i.e., the predictors include inflation rates, output gaps and lagged interest rates) yield superior forecasts to the commonly used interest rate, monetary and purchasing power parity (PPP) fundamentals.
Moreover, Engel et al. (2007) also confirm the usefulness of economic models (monetary, PPP and Taylor rule fundamentals) in forecasting exchange rates over a horizon of 16 quarters using panel data. However, Rogoff and Stavrakeva (2008) document that the excess optimism in the recent literature about the somewhat more positive short-term forecasting results may be built on "misinterpretation of some newer out-of-sample test statistics for nested models, over-reliance on asymptotic out-of-sample test statistics and failure to check for robustness to the time period sampled" (see Rogoff and Stavrakeva (2008) ).
In this paper, we take a fresh look at exchange rate predictability by examining the usefulness of various fundamentals in predicting swings in the foreign exchange market; i.e., appreciation trend or depreciation trend markets. There are two reasons why this exercise is useful and appealing. First, it is well documented in Engel and Hamilton (1990) , Engel (1994) and Klaassen (2005) that there are long swings in exchange rate data. That is, the foreign exchange market is characterized by the feature that once it changes direction, it tends to continue in the same direction. Noting such long-swing behavior of exchange rates, we suspect that predicting exchange rate swings may be an easier task than predicting exchange rate returns in the short run. Second, market participants may benefit from such predictions because predictability would help them to form market-timing strategies, which is known as currency swing trading.
We first use a nonparametric Bry-Boschan method to identify movement trends in the exchange rates. We then examine the in-sample and out-of-sample predictability of exchange rate swings with several macro fundamentals. Using monthly data from 1973:M1 to 2010:M12 for 12 developed countries (Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK, with the US as the numeraire), we find evidence that the uncovered interest rate parity (UIP) model and the Taylor rule model with interest rate smoothing are the two most powerful predictors of swings in exchange rates.
Moreover, it is found that predicting exchange rate swings is easier than predicting exchange rate returns.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the empirical methodology. In Section 3, we report the data, and Section 4 provides the empirical evidence along with robustness checks. Section 5 provides evidence from high frequency data, and Section 6 concludes.
Empirical Model
To characterize the trend movements in the foreign exchange markets, we employ a nonparametric dating method to locate the turning points (peaks and troughs) of the exchange rate series by seeking a local maximum (or minimum) in a q-period window using the Bry-Boschan algorithm. The algorithm developed by Bry and Boschan (1971) is intended to date turning points in real output fluctuations, and is widely used in the business cycle literature. For recent applications, see Monch and Uhlig (2005) , Stock and Watson (2010a,b) and Darne and Ferrara (2011) . The Bry-Boschan algorithm is also implemented to characterize the cyclical features of asset prices such as the stock price. The fluctuations in the stock market are identified as bull (expansion) and bear (recession) markets. For example, see Pagan and Sossounov (2003) , Kaminsky and Schmukler (2008) and Candelon et al. (2008) . 1 1 Although the long swings in exchange rate have been identified by Markov-switching models in previous literature (see Engel and Hamilton (1990) and Engel (1994) ), there are two reasons that we do not use such a parametric model here. First, our aim is to simply characterize the exchange rate swings: depreciations or appreciations. However, the Markov-switching model used by Engel and Hamilton (1990) and Engel (1994) has identified two regimes: one with an appreciation trend and low volatility and another with a depreciation trend and high volatility. That is, the identified regimes feature both the mean and variance of the exchange rate return, which is inconsistent with our original goal to model the mean of the exchange rate return only. On the other hand, if we simply apply a Markov-switching model with constant variance, the evidence for switching in the mean is indeed weak, and this makes the regimes difficult to distinguish. We attempted to estimate a Markov-switching model with constant variance but failed to obtain reasonable estimates.
Let s t denote the natural log of the nominal exchange rate, measured as the domestic currency per unit of the US dollar (which serves as base currency) so that an increase in s t represents a depreciation of domestic currency against US dollar. Therefore, the turning point (TP t ) at time t in a q-period window is identified by the Bry-Boschan algorithm as:
if {s t > s t+ j } and {s t > s t− j }, local trough if {s t < s t+ j } and {s t < s t− j },
for all j = 1, 2, . . . , q.
Once turning points are obtained, the peak-to-trough and trough-to-peak periods are identified as the appreciation (D t = 1) and depreciation trend (D t = 0) markets, respectively. D t is a binary dummy variable to indicate the swings of the exchange rate.
To investigate whether macroeconomic fundamentals can forecast exchange rate swings, we consider the following predictive probit model:
where Φ represents the cumulative standard normal distribution function, z t ≡ f t − s t denotes the deviation of the exchange rate from its fundamental value as a logarithm suggested by f t and k represents the forecast horizon.
We follow Estrella and Mishkin (1998) in computing the pseudo R 2 developed by Estrella (1998) . Let L u denote the value of the maximized probit likelihood, and let L c denote the value of the maximized likelihood under the constraint that all coefficients are zero except for the constant. Then the measure of fit is defined by:
A low value of the pseudo-R 2 suggests "no fit", while a high pseudo-R 2 = 1 represents "perfect fit".
Fundamentals
Following Molodtsova and Papell (2009) and Engel et al. (2007) , the choice of fundamentals is informed by standard exchange rate models. 2 All variables are in logs except for interest rates.
Asterisks denote foreign country variables. versions of Taylor rule fundamentals. The first assumes that the home country also considers real exchange rates further in the interest rate reaction function. This leads to the following fundamental:
where π t andỹ t represent the inflation rate and the output gap, respectively. This is called the asymmetric Taylor rule by Molodtsova and Papell (2009) .
The second Taylor rule specification assumes that the monetary authority only reacts to inflation and the output gap in both countries:
Molodtsova and Papell (2009) denote it as the symmetric Taylor rule.
Finally, we consider the Taylor rule with interest rate smoothing:
which suggests that the central bank implements monetary policy with a partial adjustment mechanism.
The output gap is the difference between actual and potential output. The values of the parameters in the Taylor rule are simply taken from Engel et al. (2007) 
Data Description
We analyze the bilateral exchange rate data from 12 countries: Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK. The short-run interest rate is measured by the money market rate (or "call money rate") for most countries (IFS line 60B). We use the three-month treasury bill rate for France and Sweden, and the 90-day rate on prime corporate paper for Canada because the money market rate for these countries has a large amount of missing data.
Empirical Results

Identifying the Swings in Exchange Rates
The exchange rate swings identified by the Bry-Boschan method are plotted in Figure 1 with short-run moving average, q = 6. That is, a local peak occurs at time t whenever {s t−6 , . . . , s t−1 < s t > s t+1 , . . . , s t+6 }, and there will be a trough at time t if {s t−6 , . . . ,
The shaded areas indicate the appreciation trend period against the US dollar. It is clear that the nonparametric method suggests persistent appreciation and depreciation periods; that is, the movements in the exchange rate are characterized by long swings. 
In-Sample Results
After obtaining estimates of the turning points from the Bry-Boschan method, we construct a binary variable D t = 1 if the exchange rate is in the appreciation regime, and D t = 0 if it is in the depreciation regime. We then use the probit model to run the predictive regression shown in equation (2). The empirical results, including coefficient estimates, t-statistics, p-values and pseudo-R 2 , are reported in Tables 1 and 2 At the one month horizon, investigating each fundamental in turn shows that UIP and Taylor rule fundamentals with interest rate smoothing produce consistently strong results across most countries (Italy and Sweden are exceptions). For other fundamentals, we also find some predictive power for approximately half of the sample countries. According to Table 2 , the one-year-ahead forecasts provide us with more gratifying results. For all 6 × 12 = 72 cases (six fundamentals and 12 countries), 58 of 72 cases suggest a short-run connection between exchange rate swings and fundamentals. The PPP fundamental is a particularly strong predictor at the 12-month horizon, which is in accord with the long-run PPP hypothesis.
Out-of-Sample Results
In this section, we shift our focus to an out-of-sample forecast exercise. In the research on exchange rate forecastability, Meese and Rogoff (1983) have established a paradigm that outof-sample prediction should be used to judge the relative merits of the economic models to protect against the data mining that may occur when relying solely on in-sample inference.
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To conduct out-of-sample forecast tests, the total sample of T observations is divided into in-sample and out-of-sample portions. There are R in-sample observations, t = 1, ...., R, and 2010:M12) is not available, we adjust the forecast starting date to maintain P/R ≈ 2.5. 7 A recursive estimation scheme is used so that the in-sample observations are R, R+1,. . ., R+ P−1.
To evaluate out-of-sample probit model forecasts, we adopt the quadratic probability score (QPS) proposed by Diebold and Rudebusch (1989) :
whereP(D t+k = 1) = Φ(α +βz t ). The QPS ranges from 0 to 2, with a score of 0 corresponding to perfect accuracy. Tables 3 and 4 present the QPS statistics along with the associated bootstrap p-values for k = 1 and k = 12, respectively. 8 In Table 3 , we can see that UIP fundamentals provide the greatest out-of-sample predictive power among all fundamentals that we consider at the onemonth horizon. The bootstrap p-value is less than 1% for eight out of 12 cases. The Taylor rule model with interest rate smoothing also performs well forecasting one month ahead: the QPS statistics are statistically significant for seven out of 12 currencies. However, when we turn to the results from a longer forecast with k = 12 in Table 4 , the results are much less satisfactory. The forecasting performance of each fundamental is poor. We may thus conclude that UIP fundamentals and the Taylor rule model with interest rate smoothing are reasonably good predictors of exchange rate trend movements at a very short-run horizon.
A Comparison with Return Predictability
As a comparison, it may be of interest how these fundamentals perform when the object of forecast is exchange rate returns rather than swings. We consider the following predictive re- 7 The P/R ratio is approximately 2.4 in Engel et al. (2007) , and P/R ≈ 2.7 in Molodtsova and Papell (2009) . Below, we check for robustness by considering other P/R ratios.
8 For details on the bootstrap used, see Appendix.
gression:
where ∆s t+k = (log S t+k − log S t ) × 100 is the exchange rate return. It is worth noting that the capacity of macroeconomic fundamentals to predict exchange rate returns in-sample has already been investigated in the previous studies. However, an exercise using the same data, and sample periods, makes the comparison more informative.
The results for in-sample returns predictions are reported in Tables 5 and 6 , respectively.
Comparing the results in previous sections, it is obvious that the prediction power is similar for k = 12. However, the macroeconomic fundamentals we consider perform much better predicting exchange rate swings than exchange rate returns in the very short run (k = 1).
We then turn to the out-of-sample return forecastability. Again, although it is not appropriate to compare directly the above forecasting performance of the swing prediction with the return prediction in the previous studies, it may be of interest to observe the forecasting performance of the return prediction using the same data set and sample period. Following the recent studies on exchange rate return predictability, we consider both the older Theil's U test statistic and the newer out-of-sample test statistic proposed by Clark and West (2007) In summary, both in-sample and out-of sample evidence appears to suggest that predicting major appreciation/depreciation trends is easier than predicting exchange rate returns, i.e., the exchange rate swings in the foreign exchange market using macro fundamentals. This result may demonstrate the greater usefulness and superiority of forecasting market trends over predicting exact exchange rate changes.
9 It is worth noting that such poor forecasting performance seems inconsistent with the previous findings reported in Molodtsova and Papell (2009) , who find good one-month ahead out-of-sample exchange rate return predictability with Taylor fundamentals. We have attempted to use our computer code with the data provided by David H. Papell (http://www.uh.edu/˜dpapell/papers2.htm), and we are able to qualitatively replicate their results using the same data span and model specifications. In Molodtsova and Papell (2009) , they estimate a reduced-form forecasting equation such as: ∆s t+1 = ω+ω 1 π t +ω 2 π * t +ω 3ỹt +ω 4ỹ * t +ω 5 (s t +p * t −p t )+ω 6 i t−1 +ω 7 i * t−1 +ε t . Clearly, they do not consider an error-correction specification as in Engel et al. (2007) and the current paper. Indeed, using data by Molodtsova and Papell (2009) with the same sample span and a rolling window, an errorcorrection specification produces worse forecasting performance, similar to the results in Table 7 .
Robustness
To check the robustness of the empirical results, we consider the following modifications of the out-of-sample forecasting exercise. We focus on the two fundamentals: UIP and the Taylor rule with interest rate smoothing because they provide the most powerful prediction performance.
First, Rogoff and Stavrakeva (2008) made the criticism that results from previous studies do not appear to be robust against different forecast windows. We thus consider a variety of first dates for which a forecast is calculated by varying the P/R ratio. The alternative P/R ratios that we consider are 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0, so that the starting dates of the postsample forecasts are 1998: M5, 1992:M1, 1988:M4 and 1985 :M9, respectively. Empirical results reported in Table 9 indicate that the evidence regarding the forecasting content of the UIP fundamentals and Taylor rule model with interest smoothing do not change substantially over different forecast windows, which suggests that our main empirical results are robust.
Second, we consider different window widths q for the Bry-Boschan algorithm. The first two columns of Table 10 present the results for q = 3 and q = 9, and the results indicate that our main findings stand.
Finally, as discussed in Pagan and Sossounov (2003) , they suggest modifying the BryBoschan algorithm for recognizing fluctuations in asset prices. We thus follow their suggestion to apply the Bry-Boschan algorithm without removing extreme observations, which is done by not smoothing the data series initially. The empirical results from the modified Bry-Boschan algorithm proposed by Pagan and Sossounov (2003) are reported in the third column of Table   10 . It is obvious that UIP fundamentals and the Taylor rule model with interest rate smoothing are still good predictors of exchange rate swings.
High Frequency Forecasts
We have shown in our main empirical results that UIP fundamentals can predict trends in exchange rates one month ahead. As the interest rate data is available at high frequency, we thus take advantage of this to investigate the predictability of the exchange rate swings using UIP fundamentals with weekly data from 1994:1:5 to 2011:6:15. Such an exercise with high frequency data is particularly useful and appealing to the market participants. We first identify the trend movements using weekly exchange rate data in Figure 2 , which shows very similar appreciation/depreciation movements as Figure 1 . Table 11 reports the results for different specifications and settings. The evidence is encouraging: the UIP fundamentals have strong predictive power one week ahead for almost all cases considered. Such a strong result is indeed robust.
Concluding Remarks
This paper investigated whether economic models were useful in predicting trend movements in the foreign exchange market; i.e., swings in exchange rates. Fundamentals such as monetary fundamentals, UIP fundamentals, PPP fundamentals and a variety of Taylor rule fundamentals were evaluated. We first identified the exchange rate swings using the Bry-Boschan algorithm, and then conducted both in-sample and out-of-sample tests of predictive ability for the above fundamentals.
Using monthly data from 1973:M1 to 2010:M12 for 12 developed countries, our empirical results from in-sample and out-of-sample forecast tests confirm the effectiveness of exchange rate models in predicting exchange rate swings. In particular, UIP fundamentals and the Taylor rule model with interest rate smoothing outperformed other conventional models in terms of providing the strongest supporting evidence for a short-run connection between exchange rates and fundamentals. It was also found that macro fundamentals are better predictors of exchange rate swings than predicting exchange rate returns in the foreign exchange market. We then showed that the empirical results are robust for different forecast windows and other specifications. Finally, evidence was shown that the UIP fundamentals have strong predictive power for exchange rate swings one week ahead. Hence, we have provided more support for the link between exchange rates and macro fundamentals. That is, exchange rate models are not as bad as you think.
Appendix
This appendix presents a bootstrap procedure to calculate the p-value of QPS statistics given data {D t , z t , s t }, where D t is a dummy variable so that D t = 1 in an appreciation trend and D t = 0 in a depreciation trend. Moreover, z t denotes the deviation of the exchange rate from the fundamentals. Under the null hypothesis that z t has no predictive power for exchange rate swings, the bootstrap DGP can be represented as follows. For t = 1, 2, . . . , T :
1 with probability Φ(α), 0 with probability 1 − Φ(α), (7) whereα is the estimator of the probit model in equation (2) with β = 0:
Following Davidson (2007) , the bootstrap samples are generated by drawing a random number y t from the uniform U(0, 1) distribution first. Then we generate D * t as I{y t ≤ Φ(α)}, where I denotes the indicator function.
We also conduct a residual bootstrap using:
to resample {ε z t } and then generate bootstrap sample {z * t }. The appropriate number of lags p is selected by the Akaike information criterion.
With the bootstrap sample {D * t , z * t }, the out-of-sample forecasting exercise is implemented and the QPS statistic is calculated. With 1000 replications, a bootstrap distribution of the QPS statistic is obtained. We then calculate the bootstrap p-value as the portion of the bootstrap QPS distribution below the estimated QPS value using the observed data. 
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